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We experimentally studied two important parameters of helium-cooled superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) in the voltage bias mode: the dynamic resistance $R_d$ and the flux-to-current transfer coefficient $\partial i/\partial \Phi$, with different junction shunt resistors $R_J$. We investigated a voltage-biased SQUID using the direct readout current-to-voltage converter scheme involving an operational amplifier. At higher $R_J$, the flux-to-voltage conversion coefficient $\partial V/\partial \Phi$ becomes sufficiently large to effectively suppress the room-temperature amplifier’s noise without any need for additional feedback circuits. The McCumber parameter limits the rise of $\partial V/\partial \Phi$. We discuss the performance of voltage-biased SQUIDs at different effective McCumber parameters. C 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4768698]

In most cases, direct current superconducting quantum interference devices (dc SQUIDs) are operated in the current-biased mode. In this mode, the SQUID behavior can be well interpreted by theory, and parameters such as the McCumber parameter $\beta_c$. In the voltage-biased mode using the CVC scheme, to obtain meaningful results, we performed the measurements on a large number of SQUIDs ($\sim 100$). We find that the voltage-biased SQUID offers an important technical advantage over the current-bias scheme. With an appropriately high junction shunt resistance, $R_J$, this SQUID can reach a low noise level even when it is directly connected to a room-temperature operational amplifier. Furthermore, we report the voltage-biased-SQUID performance at different effective McCumber parameters.

For our experiments, we prepared helium-cooled planar SQUID magnetometers with SQUID-loop inductance of $L_s \approx 350$ pH. The magnetometers consist of a parallel gradiometer SQUID with two integrated oppositely wound input coils, $L_{pp}$, connected in series with the on-chip pickup loop $L_p$. The SQUIDs with a chip size of $5 \times 5$ mm$^2$ were fabricated in conventional niobium technology. Four different planar junction shunt resistors $R_J$ of nominally 5, 10, 30, and 40 $\Omega$ were designed. The flux-to-field coefficient $\partial B/\partial \Phi$ of the magnetometers was measured to be 1.5 nT/\Phi_0. Two planar coils, $L_1$ and $L_2$, which can be used to implement suitable current and voltage feedbacks of SQUID bootstrap circuitry (SBC), were also integrated in the design as an option. The coil $L_{FFL}$ was integrated on the chip for the operation in flux-locked loop mode.

The current-biased dc SQUID will convert a change in the input flux to a change in the voltage across the SQUID, while the voltage-biased SQUID will convert a flux change to a current change in the SQUID and its external circuitry. In the latter case, the two essential parameters, $R_d = \partial V/\partial i$ and the flux-to-current transfer coefficient $\partial i/\partial \Phi$, are determined by the $I-V$ and $I-\Phi$ characteristics of the SQUID at the working point. The voltage-biased SQUID is directly connected to the inverting input of an operational amplifier, while the bias voltage is applied at its non-inverting input (see the inset of Fig. 1). The operational amplifier has two noise sources, the
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Ially, the contribution of junctions with different critical currents scheme. Figure 1 shows measured noise operational amplifier Analog Devices 797 with a typical voltage noise $V_n$, and the current noise $I_{n*}$, which must be taken into account. The total current noise $I_n$ flowing from the preamplifier output is $I_n = [I_n(R_d) + I_{n*}]^{1/2}$, where $R_d$ denotes the dynamic resistance of the SQUID. The equivalent flux noise of the preamplifier is $\delta \Phi_{\text{amp}} = \frac{I_n}{\partial i/\partial \Phi}$. Generally, the contribution of $I_{n*}$ is independent of $R_d$ and can be ignored in the voltage bias mode. Consequently, the expression can be simplified to $\delta \Phi_{\text{amp}} = \frac{V_n}{(V_n/R_d)/(\partial V/\partial \Phi)} = \frac{V_n}{\partial V/\partial \Phi}$. The voltage-bias parameter $\partial V/\partial \Phi$ is a product of $R_d$ and $\partial i/\partial \Phi$. In our experiments, we used the low noise operational amplifier Analog Devices 797 with a typical voltage noise of $V_n \approx 1 \text{nV} / \text{Hz}$ in the white noise range (>100 Hz).

It is illustrative to first measure junctions in the CVC scheme. Figure 1 shows measured I-V characteristics of single junctions with different critical currents $I_c$. Each junction was shunted by the resistance $R_J = 1 \Omega$. The dashed line describes the shunted junction’s normal resistance $R_N \approx R_J$. In the non-linear regime, i.e., at low voltages $R_d$ increases with increasing $I_c$. The $I_c$ values were measured to be about 6.4, 15.5, and 34 $\mu$A, which resulted in dynamic resistances $R_d \approx 1.2, 3, 25$ $\Omega$, respectively.

According to theory, a critical current $I_c$ of about $\Phi_0/2d$ is needed to obtain the optimum SQUID screening parameter of $\beta_L \approx 1$. We investigated the dependence of $R_d$ and $\partial i/\partial \Phi$ upon $R_d$ using different junction shunt resistors $R_J$ of 5, 10, 30, and 40 $\Omega$. Overall, 101 SQUID magnetometers were measured to obtain the averaged data illustrated in Fig. 2. The statistical data showed that $R_J$ increasing from 5 $\Omega$ to 40 $\Omega$ resulted in SQUID current swing $I_\text{swing}$ decreasing from 4.6 $\mu$A to 2.9 $\mu$A (a), which corresponded to $\partial i/\partial \Phi$ from 14 $\mu$A/\Phi_0 to 9 $\mu$A/\Phi_0, while $R_d$ increased from 6.5 $\Omega$ to 44 $\Omega$ (b). The product $(\partial i/\partial \Phi) \times R_d$ increased up to about 400 $\mu$V/\Phi_0 at $R_J = 30 \Omega$. High $R_J$ leads to a large $\partial V/\partial \Phi$, thus reducing the preamplifier noise contribution $\delta \Phi_{\text{amp}}$. A large $R_J$ is also required for a low SQUID intrinsic flux noise spectral density, which is $S_\Phi = 16k_B T L_0^2/\gamma R_d$ at the optimum $\beta_L \approx 1$, where $k_B$ denotes the Boltzmann constant and $T = 4.2$ K.

Deviations of the SQUID parameters from the design values due to variations in the fabrication processes cannot be avoided. In our case, the maximum-to-minimum ratios of the two parameters shown in Fig. 2 were rather large, e.g., in the case of $R_J = 30 \Omega$, the ratios were about 2 for $I_\text{swing}$ and 3 for $R_d$. The SQUIDs intrinsic noise does not depend on these two parameters directly, but $\delta \Phi_{\text{amp}}$ in direct readout electronics does. As shown below, adding an additional feedback circuitry helps to overcome the drawbacks of large parameter spreads.

Measurements of noise at different $R_J$ values were performed in a flux-locked loop, while the SQUID magnetometer chip, whose equivalent circuit is shown in the inset of Fig. 3, was placed in a niobium tube. We used our direct readout CVC scheme with the working point selected at maximum $\partial i/\partial \Phi$ in measured $I$-$\Phi$ characteristics.

Figure 3 shows noise measurements of SQUIDs with different $R_J$: (I) 5 $\Omega$, (II) 10 $\Omega$, and (III) 30 $\Omega$. The measured flux noise decreased from 17 $\mu$T/Hz (I) to 13 $\mu$T/Hz (II) and 4 $\mu$T/Hz (III). The lowest value corresponds to a field resolution $\gamma S_B = 6$ $\mu$T/Hz in the white noise range. Clearly, $\partial V/\partial \Phi$ increases with $R_J$ so that $\delta \Phi_{\text{amp}}$ is increasingly suppressed. We note that here the measured noise was mainly determined by the voltage noise of the room-temperature preamplifier rather than by the SQUID itself.

We then used the additional feedback circuitry, SBC, which is already integrated on our SQUID chip, to further reduce $\gamma S_B$. Using the SBC readout scheme, the flux noise of SQUID (II) reached about 3 $\mu$T/Hz ($\gamma S_B < 5$ $\mu$T/Hz), as shown in Fig. 3 IV. In the case of larger $R_J \geq 30 \Omega$, the noise of some SQUIDs with smaller $\partial V/\partial \Phi$ resulting from the parameter spread in fabrication was also improved to this level (data not shown here).

Generally, a junction Stewart-McCumber parameter $\beta_L \equiv 2\pi l_J R_d^2/\gamma \Phi_0$ is required for SQUID operation in
both current and voltage bias mode; here, $C$ denotes the junction’s self-capacitance. The source resistance $R_{in}$ is parallel to $R_J$ and shunts it in the voltage bias mode. From simulations by Warman and Blackburn, it is known that with decreasing ratio of source and junction resistance, $R_{in}/R_J$, the junction hysteresis disappears and eventually a negative dynamic resistance appears. For SQUIDs biased by a source of sufficiently small $R_{in}$, its shunting effect, which leads to effective $\beta_{ce} < \beta_c$, was first reported by Zhang et al. At $\beta_{ce} > 1$, a negative resistance appears in SQUID characteristics, which can lead to instabilities or oscillations in the readout circuit. The enhancement of SQUIDs $dV/d\Phi$ with increasing $R_J$ is limited by the requirement that $\beta_{ce}$ remains less than one.

It is known that the SQUID $I$-$V$ and $V$-$\Phi$ characteristics both exhibit hysteresis at $\beta_c > 1$ in current bias mode. The value of $\beta_c$ can be estimated from the amount of hysteresis observed in the characteristics. Here, we report on the voltage-biased SQUID performance in the range from $\beta_{ce} < 1$ to $\beta_{ce} \geq 1$ using the $I$-$\Phi$ characteristic as our test signal. Figure 4 shows measured $I$-$\Phi$ characteristics of SQUIDs with different $R_J$ values. In Fig. 4(a), $R_J = 10 \, \Omega$, the $I$-$\Phi$ characteristics exhibits a quasi-triangular-shaped curve without any distortion and a large current swing. Its average value is $I_{swing} = 4.2 \, \mu A$. In this case, $\delta \Phi_{amp}$ can be effectively reduced by using SBC, as shown in Fig. 3 IV. We infer this case corresponds to $\beta_{ce} < 1$. At higher nominal values of $R_J$ ($R_{in}$ = constant), we observe increasing distortions and oscillations in the $I$-$\Phi$ characteristics. In Fig. 4(b), nominal $R_J = 40 \, \Omega$, at the bottom of the $I$-$\Phi$ curve a distortion and oscillations are visible. The inferred $\beta_{ce}$ is $\approx 1$. In this SQUID, the intrinsic noise is higher than that in SQUID (a); the measured data are not shown here. In Fig. 4(c), with $R_J$ also 40 $\Omega$, the oscillation appears at most parts of the $I$-$\Phi$ curve, and measured noise is still higher; so presumably $\beta_{ce} > 1$. In Fig. 4(d), for the case of $R_J = 200 \, \Omega$, a strong oscillation dominates the whole $I$-$\Phi$ dependence; here, we clearly have $\beta_{ce} \gg 1$.

All our voltage-biased SQUIDs with $R_J = 30 \, \Omega$ operated very stably and exhibited a good noise performance, even without SBC. The $I$-$\Phi$ traces were as in Fig. 4(a).

In conclusion, our experimental and statistical investigation has shown that the SQUID direct readout current-to-voltage converter scheme permits one to largely suppress the noise contribution of the room-temperature operational amplifier. To achieve this, the junction shunt resistance should be appropriately high, but the effective McCumber parameter less than 1. Consequently, provided that fabrication of SQUIDs with tight parameter spreads is attained, it should be possible to use the direct readout CVC scheme without any additional feedbacks and further simplify the readout. In the case of wide parameter spreads, a feedback scheme, such as the SQUID bootstrap circuit, is useful in effectively suppressing the noise contribution of the amplifier.

These results help to understand SQUIDs operated in voltage bias mode and can be used to develop very simple multi-channel SQUID systems, e.g., for biomagnetic measurements.
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